Course on basic immunology (spring 2018)
General description: An elective course on immunology to advance the participant’s
knowledge of various aspects of immunology including methodological and clinical
aspects.
Recommended eligibility: Medical, dental and biomedical students who have taken a
basic course on immunology and/or want to reinforce and develop their knowledge in
the field. Course is also available for PhD students of doctoral programs.
Course description: Lectures (60 min, 16 times). A short essay on a topic selected
by course leaders.
ECTS points to be earned: 2 (two) ECTS points (for graduate studies of medicine,
dentistry and biomedicine, postgraduate studies related to doctoral progams)
Time and place: Spring 2018 (March-April), lectures every Tuesday and Thursday
at 15.00. Place: ICT-City, Lamda-lecture room, except 8.3. and 26.4. Beta-lecture
room
Course leaders: Prof. Marko Salmi and Docent Arno Hänninen
Registration by 23 February 2018: Nettiopsu PGS_1778 or Anne Johansson
amjohan@utu.fi

Lectures (60 min each)
1.3. Introduction of the course (Course leaders), Lambda
6.3. Flow cytometry and cell sorting in immune cell analyses (Jouko Sandholm),
Lambda
8.3. Innate immunity 1: Complement and its functions (Jukka Hytönen), Beta
13.3. Innate immunity 2: Myeloid leukocytes, pattern recognition (Maija Hollmen),
Lambda
15.3. Antigen presentation and HLA/MHC (Jorma Ilonen), Lambda
20.3. B lymphocytes (Pieta Mattila), Lambda
22.3. Immunoglobulins and therapeutic antibodies (Dr. Jukka Alinikula), Lambda
27.3.T lymphocytes (Riitta Lahesmaa), Lambda
5.4. Cytokines and their functions in innate and adaptive immunity (Chi Chen),
Lambda

10.4. Inflammation and cell traffic in immune responses (Kaisa Auvinen), Lambda
12.4. Immunological tolerance (Raine Toivonen), Lambda
17.4. Cancer immunology (Marko Salmi), Lambda
19.4. Immunity in microbial infections and vaccine immunology (Ilkka Julkunen),
Lambda
24.4. Autoimmune diseases (Marika Karikoski), Lambda
26.4. Diagnostic laboratory tests in autoimmune diseases and immune deficiency
(Arno Hänninen), Beta

Essays
Each participant will write a short essay from a topic given by the teachers.

Feedback and evaluation of the course
Approval of essays and course evaluation as an interactive course in Moodle space.

